Introduction
• 3 data sets with different sizes and deformation scales
• Compared with the coherent point drift (CPD) [3] -, : cells of the unstretched (U) and stretched (S) images -: obtained pairs -. : expert evaluated pairs -: correctly identified pairs -Found (F.):
-Accuracy (Acc.):
• Example of obtained pairs on the ground truth
Results and Discussion

Contribution:
• A novel approach to identify the cellular correspondences using point cloud registration
Reliability:
• Obtained more pairs and higher accuracy than CPD • Robust for datasets with different sizes and deformation scales
Expandability:
• The provided baseline can be further improved with other termination criterions or automatic initialization methods In the field of biophysics, it is important to understand the response of tissue to a mechanism on the cellular level. However, automated cell correspondence analysis before and after deformation is an ongoing obstacle on the cellular level. We propose a novel approach to find the cellular correspondences.
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